Abstract. Let XC_OB ~ • C n be a compact set over the unit sphere OB m such that for each zCOB m the fiber Xz={wCC'~;(z,w)EX} is the closure of a completely circled pseudoconvex domain in C ~. The polynomial hull _~ of X is described in terms of the Perron Bremermann function for the homogeneous defining function of X. Moreover, for each point (z0,w0)ffInt .X there exists a smooth up to the boundary analytic disc F:/k---yBm x C n with the boundary in X such that F(0)=(z0, w0).
Let X = { (z, w) E 0B "~ x C~ ;L)(z, w) _< ] }. Then X is a compact subset of 0B m x C ~ such that for each z cOB ~ the fiber X, = {w E C~;(z, w)cX} is the closure of a completely circled pseudoeonvex domain f~ {w~C";p(z, w) < 1} in C~L
The main result of the paper is the following theorem. Recall that the polynomial hull K of a compact set KC_C rz is defined as 2= {z E C n ; [p(z)I _< max IPl for every polynomial p in rt variables} and that by the maximum principle the image F(A) of every H ~ holomorphic mapping F: A--+ C n with the boundary in K, that is, F* (e i~ E K for almost every 0, belongs to the polynomial hull K of K.
The question of the description of the polynomial hull of a compact fibration X over the unit circle 0A with analytic discs whose boundaries lie in X was considered in a series of papers [2] , [9] , [16] , [17] , [18] , and quite recently by Whittlesey in [21] , [22] and [23] (see also [6] and [7] ). In the case n=l the most general result was obtained by Slodkowski [17] , where it was only assumed that each fiber is a simply connected continuum. In the case of higher dimensional fibers, results were obtained for convex fibers ( [2] , [16] , [18] ) and for the fibers which are smooth and strictly hypoconvex (lineally convex) ( [22] , [23] ).
For higher dimensional base (m> 1) and n=l it is a classical result, [10, p. 99] , that the polynomial hull of the set X, whose fibers are discs centered at the origin, is given by the Perron-Bremermann function for 0-Related results on the presence of analytic discs and even analytic balls in the hull of the set with the disc fibers are proved in [8] and [20] . also, it was shown by an example in [8] , that one can not, in general, expect to get a foliation of the whole J~ with analytic discs even in such simple cases. Finally we remark that it was shown by H. Alexander [1] that in the case rn>l the polynomial hull of the graph of every continuous function ~ on 0B "~ is nontrivial and it covers the whole B'L AcknowLedgement. The author is grateful to Z. Balogh and C. Leuenberger for very stimulating discussions.
Maximal plurisubharmonic functions
First we introduce some notation. Let D be an open subset of some complex space C k. By 7987-l(D) we will denote the set of all phrisubharmonic functions on D which are locally bmmded from above near each point of D. Also, for a function u: D--->[-oc, oo) which is locally bounded from above near each point of H we will denote by u*: D--->[-oc, oo) its upper semieontinuous regularization.
Let p: 0B ~ x C'~---> [0, oc) be a nonnegative continuous function and let b/(0) be the set of all plurisubharmonic functions on B~x C '~ whose boundary values are below ~:
Since 0 is a nonnegative function, the family U(~) contains the function u(z, w)=O and is thus nonempty. The Perron-Bremermann function ~o: B'~ x C n--+ [0, ec) for the function ~), [12, p. 89] , is defined as (2.2) ~e(z, w) := sup{u(z, w) ; u 9 b/(L)) }.
Let Hv:B~ • oc) denote the function which for each fixed w0 9 ~ is defined as the harmonic extension of the function ~)(. ,w0):0B'~-+[0, oo) to B "~.
The function H e can be explicitly given as the Poisson integral
where CO2m is the measure of the unit sphere in C ~. Obviously Ho is a continuous function on B "~ • C%
Since the restriction of a plurisubharmonic function to any complex subspace is also subharmonic, the values of the harmonic extension H~(., w0) have to be above the values u(z, wo) for every plurisubharmonic function u 9
and every fixed w0 9
Hence ~o_<H e on B~x C n and then, by the continuity of the function He, we also have ~_<H o on B~'~ x C '~. The supremum of an arbitrary family of plurisubharmonic functions is not necessarily a plurisubharmonic function, but if it is locally bounded from above, then its upper semicontinuous regularization is plurisubharmonic, [12, p. 69] . Therefore ~; 9 We conclude that g~0=~P; and hence ~ ffb/(~). Then the Perron Bremermann function g% for the function ~ is a nonnegative continuous function on Bmx C n such that (1) Thus the function q% is continuous and equals L) at the points (z, w)EOB" x C ~.
The continuity of ~o on B '~ • C ~ follows from an argument similar to the argument in the proof of Proposition 4 in [13] (see also [19] ). Instead of the uniform continuity on the boundary, which we do not necessarily have, one uses the continuity of ~e on cqB '~ • C ~ and its homogeneity in w variables to get that for every c>0 there is a 5E ( 
Polynomial hull and analytic discs
We are now prepared to formulate and prove our main results. Moreover, the polynomial hull )( contains a lot of analytic discs with boundaries in X. We will prove both theorems using Poletsky's characterization of the largest plurisubharmonic function below a given upper semicontinuous function r on an open subset DEC". It was proved in [14] that the function [15] . However, these two results are placed in a chain of other results in [15] as a part of a general theory of holomorphic currents developed by Poletsky and there is no explicit statement and proof of formula (3.2). To make our paper more self-contained a proof of (3.2) for the ball, which uses Poletsky's previous more direct result (3.1) from [14] , is presented in the appendix. Proof. The upper semicontinuity of the function q5 follows directly from its definition with the help of the holomorphic automorphisms of the ball B ~ and the fact that the function p is continuous.
Recall that H e is the continuous function on B'~x C ~ which has the property that for each fixed wocC ~ the function He(z, wo) solves the Dirichlet problem Au=0onB "~ and UlOB-~=~(Z, W0).
We have already observed that ~o_<Hs. On the other hand it is obvious from the submean value property that 9s-<apo" We also compare the functions apo and H o. By Let now (zo,wo) be a point from Z and let s>0. If w0=0, then it is obvious that (z0, w0)EX. From now on we assume that w0#0 and so apo(zo, w0)#0.
By the definition of the function aP e there exists an H ~ analytic disc (f, 9): A--+ B'~x C n ((f, 9)(0)=(z0, w0)) such that for its boundary values we have f*(e i~ E 0B "~ for almost every 0 and such that 1 ~0 2~r (3.3) 
aPo(Zo,Wo)<_~ o(f*(e~~176
We let ~(~) = o(f* (4), 9* (~)), ~ C 0A, and we observe the functional 1 fo 27r 
~, ~ (f(~),F(~)9(~))
has the property that its boundary lies in X, that is, (f*, F*g*)(~)cX for almost every {~0A. Also, the distance is arbitrarily small if only c is chosen small enough. Since the polynomial hull of X is a closed subset of C'~• C n and since an analytic disc with boundary in X belongs to X, we proved (Zo, Wo)cX. Hence ZC_)2.
A Finally we have to prove that YC_X. Let (z0, Wo)CY. Since q~olOB,~ xc,~ =Q, it is obvious that for any point (zo, wo)E Y such that I zol= 1 we have (z0, wo)cX C_ 3~.
We assume from now on that Izol <1. Also, if q2o(Zo , w0)=0, we know that wo=0
and we obviously have (zo, 0)CX. So from now on we also assume that wo#0 and hence ~(Zo, wo) #0. 
(~)g(~)) with the property that its boundary lies in ZC_X and it passes arbitrarily close to the point (zo,wo). Hence (zo,wo)CX. []
Before we prove Theorem 3.2 we state the following lemma whose proof is postponed and given in the appendix. (2) Iwo-g(0)l<& (3) q~e(F*(~))=~I'a(Zo, wo)=t0 almost everywhere on cOA.
By Theorem a.1 we know that the set Yt0 ={(z, w)EB m x C'~;~(z, w)<_to} is polynomiMly convex. Since F has the boundary in Yto, we also have F(A)_CYto g J(.
Let vE(a, minoA [fl) be a regular value of the function ~EA~]f(~)I and let
Uo be the connected component of the set {~A;lf(~)l<v } which contains the point 0. Then Uo is a smoothly bounded simply connected domain in C and so biholomorphic to A. Let A be a holomorphic automorphism of the unit ball B "~ such that IIA-Idll <5 and A((1/V)Zo)=z0. The motivation for the next proposition comes from a result in [23] where the same conclusion was proved using nonelementary methods and under stronger assumptions. Also, we would like to show that the class of fibrations X over the unit circle considered in this paper and the class of fibrations considered in [22] and [23] are quite different.
We define

F'=(A(lf),g+(wo-g(O))):Uo
Recall that a set ftcC ~ is called lineally convex or linearly convex or also hypoconvex if its complement is the union of complex hyperplanes. Further, an open set ft C C ~ is said to be weakly lineally convea if through every point of Oft there passes a complex hyperplane which does not intersect f~. Pro@ The conclusion is obvious for n=l. Let n=2 and let w0E0ft. Without loss of generality we may assume that w0=(1,0). Let a, bEC be such that A= {(aA+l, bA);AEC} is a complex line through w0 which does not intersect ft. Let H={(aA+iy+l, bA) ;AE C, yER} be the real hyperplane through w0 sprained by A and the tangent line to the circle A at the point 1.
Let us assume that there is a point (aAo+iyo+l, bA0)EHNft for some AoEC and yoER. Let #=l/(l+iyo). Then ]#1<1 and, since f~ is a completely circled domain, we have #(aXo +iyo + 1, hA0) E f~. Therefore
which is a contradiction. Hence HAFt=0 and the proposition is proved for n=2.
For n_>3 the proposition follows by induction on n. []
The smooth case
It follows immediately from the maximum principle for subharmonic functions that if a holomorphic disc F: A-+)( touches the boundary of X over B "~, that is 9 ~(F(0))=I, then the disc F(A) actually lies completely in the boundary of 3[. In this section we will show that under appropriate smoothness assumptions on the function ~Pe the boundary of X over B "~ is foliated by H ~ holomorphic discs.
We recall that, [12, p. 99 ] (see also [3] , [4] , [5] ), if a maximal plurisubharmonic function 'a on DCC ~ is of class C 3 and the kernel of its Levi form is one dimensional at each point of D, then there exists a foliation of D by Riemann surfaces {S~}~sA such that the restriction of u to any S(~ is harmonic. The foliation is given by integrating the distribution of the kernels of the Levi fbrm of the function u. 
Then the foliation of B~• (Cn\{0}) by Riemann surfaces {S~}~eA induced by q~ is such that 9 is constant on each leaf S~.
Proof. For every (z,w)eB'~x(Cn\{0}) and AeC\{0} we have
We differentiate this identity with respect to A and get and examples given by Poletsky). Therefore one can not in general expect to get a foliation of the whole J( with analytic discs, [8] . Proof. Let U be a continuous function on B ~, plurisuperharmonic on B ~ and such that U equals p on 0B m. Then u0 equals the supremum of the plurisubharmonic functions on B "~ which are pointwise below U. Hence by [14] for every zEBm we have 
Appendix
uo(z)=inf 1 fo 2~ u(f*(e%) dO,
2N gYe(F*(~'e'i~))da~<~(L(~))+c"
Since ~a(L(~)) is an upper semicontinuous function on 0A, its integral can be arbitrarily well approximated by an integral of a continuous function vCC (OA) such that 9~(L(~))<v(~) on 0A. Hence, using the continuity of the function ~, we may assume that F((, 9 ) is a piecewise continuous and uniformly bounded family of holomorphic discs. We will glue (find a homotopy between) the continuous pieces of F(~,-) on a set of arbitrarily small measure on 0A to get a continuous family FI(~, r/)=(fl(~, 7/),g1(~, r/)) of up to the boundary smooth holomorphic discs for which F1 (~, 0) =L(~), a < If~ (~, ei~)l < ] on 0A and
The mappings 9(~," ) are glued together by taking the convex combinations of nearby mappings, that is, for two nearby points ~0,~1EcgA we set 9(~t,')= 2. The case m>l. Let f({0,') and f({1, ') be two vector functions from the family f(~,. ), ~EOA. Since re>l, we can find a homotopy {f(~t," )}t~[o,iI between f({0," ) and f({1," ) of smooth up to the boundary holomorphic discs in B ~ such that f({t,') has no zeros on 0A for each {t. A small perturbation of the convex combination of f({0," ) and f({1," ) will be good enough. The rest is similar to [14] , pp. 168-169, and we will only sketch it. First we approximate Fl(~,r]) uni%rmly on 0AxA by functions F2(Gr]) which are holomorphic and smooth up to the boundary in r/EA, rational in ~EA, with a pole at ~=0, and such that F.2(G0)=L(~). Then the pole at ~=0 is erased using the change of variables F3(~,~)=F2 (~,~N~] 
